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RELATIVISTIC HYDRODYNAMICS, HEAVY ION REACTIONS
AND ANTIPROTON MNIHILATION

D. Strottman
Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

A8STRAC I

The application of relativistic hydrodynamics to relativistic
heavy ions and antiproton annihilation is s~arized. Conditions for
validity of hydrodynamics are presented. Theoretical results for
inclusive particle spectra, pion production and flow analysis are given
for medium ●nergy heavy ions. The two-fluld model Is introduced and
results presented for reactions from 800 NeV per nucleon to 15 GeV on
15 GeV per nucleon. Temperatures and densities attained in antiproton
annihilation are given. Finally, signals which ❑ight indicate the
presence of a quark-gluon plasma are briefly surveyed,

Invited talk at the Cretan International Naetlng on Subatomic Physics,
Horakllon, Graoce, June 1985



One of the new ●nd txclting areas of nuclear physics research
today Is the study of ●xtreme states of nuclear matter The co.mnori
tool for the ●xploration Is relativistic heavy ions Lower energy and
lighter MSS projectiles have been used for years to study tspects of
conventional nuclear physics: high-spin states, giant resonances,
nuclei off the line of stability, particle-transfer reactions, ●tc.
The couon t- heretofore in all these studies was that the nuclear
●xcitation ●nergy was relatively low and the nuclear density p was
●ssentially ●qual to Po. the normal nuclear density

The MW accelerators wI1l allow one for the first time to system-
●tically explore much different regimes of nuclear matter. densities
several times PO ●nd internal ●nergies characterized by temperatures

●xcaeding the pion MSS. At sufficiently high densities or tempera-
tures a new phase of =atter is Dredicted to occur, namely the quark-
gluon plasti, in which the nucloons and Msons lose their lncllviaual

l,zjIdentity and the quarks are aspptotically free .
The obvious method to create regiws of high temperature ana

dansity is through colliding ultra-relativistic nuclei. A second
Wthod proposed to study the qu.lrk-gluon plasma, or at least conditions

I@ading to a plasma,
.3,4j

is anti-matter annihilation in nuclel The
study of both processes has only begun, the theoretical tools for both
●re curr~ntly very similar.

The two tisual theoretical models are hydrodynamics and the lntra-
nuclear cascade model based on the Honte Carlo technique. ‘he twG

sch~s start from very different assumptions In hydrodynamics one
assues a very short mean free path and that a macroscopic continuum
●pproach is valid. The cascade model ass-s the nuclei are dilute
systems with the binary collisions of the hadrons treated in a clas-
sical picture. Each BQdel has advantages and each ●odel has Its own
vociferous ●dherants; ●ach also has disadvantages. In this paper We
shall daal almost ●exclusively with versions of tr? hydrodynam~c aodel

In the Mxt Smction the ●quations of non-relat+vlsttc hyCirodynam-
Ics wI1l be discussed; smc ~f the assmtions ●nd range of validit>
will b. pr8sonted. c~lications of dissipation ●nd turbulence will

●lso b~ given. In section thwe the ●quations will M ●xtended to the
r~lativlstic rtgima; s- results from the 3Qvalac wI1l b@ given. In
section four a two-fluid model wfll b~ introduced ●nd ●pplied to reac-
tions of mu~,~ higher ●nmrgy Anti-proton 8nnlhilation is discussed in

section 5. Ffnally, in scctlon six possible slgnatur~s of a ~uarti-
gluon plasma will be s~arizod.

Tharo are s~vtral r~viws tiich discuss heavy ions in greater
~atJ115,6,7,8,9) Tha$e roviows in gtneral ●lso dfscuss models other

than fluid dynamics which have bocn appllod to lower ●norgy heavy ion
reactions.



2. FLl!ID DYNAMICS

We begin by recalling the Navier-Stokes equations which describe
10).a non-relativistic fluid with viscosity ,

?g+v(;P)=o

+

d+ + (;”v);] = - VP + qfl; + (~ +$)VO(V;)

(1)

(2)

In these equations p is the density of the fluid, ~ the velocity, P the
pressure and E is the energy. Tne coefficients ~ and q are coeffi-
cients of viscosity and are here assamed to be independent of position
and temperature although they need not be.

There are several mathematical difficulties with these equations,
apart from the serious physical worry that they may not adequately
describe colliding nuclei. These difficulties are 1) non-linearity, 2)
the equations are coupled, and 3) they do not fall into any of the
familiar categories of differential equations such as parabolic, hyper-
bolic or elliptical and hence the solutions will not be readily obtain-
able. They are also incomplete in that for a three-dimensional p~~b-
lem, eqns. (1) - (3) sumnarize five equations in six unknowns: p, v, E,
and P. However, this is not surprising; the Navier-Stokes equations as
written apply to any fluid. The specific properties of the fluid er!ter
through an equation of state

P= p (E, P)

which s~arizes the internal particle-particle dynamics The ●quation
of state also provides the necessary sixth ●quation.

The study of the Navier-Stokes aquations for situations of inter-

‘1’12) Very little is known●st to nuclear physics has only begun.
about the magnitudes of the coefficients ~ and q. It. is also not clear
whether the Navier-Stokes ●quations are th!! correct equations. Ve”y

specific assumptions
13)

●re made concern~ng the nature <f the particle-
particle interaction in the derivation of ●q. (2). Fluids which ~bey
eq. (2) ●re called NewtonIan fluids. However, the majority cf flulds

●ppear to be non-Newtonlm
14)

and equations other than (2) ●re then
necessary to dascribe the flow.

It should also be noted that tle solution of the Nevier-Stokes



equations MY give rise to instabilities. The instabilities are of two
types: n~rical, which are both annoying and uninteresting, and ph}si-
cal instabilities. An example of the latter is turbulence; it is known
that for certain values of the viscozity coefficient so!ztions exhibit
rapid fluctuations, a characteristic of turbulence. The problem of
turbulence is not yet solved with most cf the ●ffort restricted to
incoqressible fluids. Needless to say, nothing has been done in
investigating the ●ffects of turbulence in heavy ion reactions.

It My be a Root point to worry which vers,on of the hydrodynamic
●quations is the more relevant if the conditioc> during a heavy ion
collisions are such that hydrodynamics is never valid. We shall now
show that although one can convin:e oneself that it is not foolish to
●pply hydrodynamics to heavy ion collisions, neither is it obvious that
hydrodynamics is valid.

The conditions for validity of a hydrodynamic approach are: 1)
the number of degrees of freedom must be large; 2) a short mean free
path; and 3) a sufficient reaction time for themal a,ld chemical equil-
ibrium to be attained or nearly attained. For a continuum description
to be valid, the system should not be too granular; for uranium on
uranium the numbsr of hadrons participating - including the produced
pions - approaches 10s. Hence, the numbar of degrees of freedom is
large compared to one, but small compared to that in a true fluid.

The mean free path of a nucleon in nuclear matier ❑ay be esti-

mated from & where u is the nucleon-nuclear cross section. At a

bombarding energy of 200 NW u is around 200 mb (this is an average of

the np and pp cross sections 15)) and A= 0.3 fm. This is ACO1l, the

mean distance between collisions; tle mean stopping distance A .
T

stop ‘s
approximately A Coil (~) where T is the kinetic energy and AT the

average loss of kinetic energy per collision. For an incident energy
Of 20d *V AT is arwnd 125 MeV Hence, a 200 NeV nucleon will peoe-
trate a fm or so into a nucleus, a distance small compared to the
nuclear radius. Of course, these values are for central collisior,s.
If the nucleon strikes near the surface, it will penetrate further or
even punzh through. However, during the reaction p will increase and
A

Stoll
w{ll decrease-

At higher bombarding energies Astop will increase for tw~

Second, & also in-reasons.
‘irst’ ‘NN decreases to around 40 mb.

creases; it taker more collisions to stop a nucleon. Hence, A5top will

increase and may ●ven exceed the nuclear radius. At these ●nergies
one-fluid hydrodynamics will cease to be valid and the effects of
transparency will need to be included.

There remains the question of &he domain of applicability of
non-relativistic hydrodynamics. There is no obvious boundary beyond
which the non-relativistic theory is not valid. Other physical effects
such as nuclear transparency also entw. A c-on standard by which
one chooses whether the relativistic version of a theory is neces~ary
is the velocity; fur values of p = v/c approaching one clearly relativ-
istic ●ffects are important. The non-relativistic expression for the



kinetic ●nergy of a particle with ~ = 1 gives 470 M@/ and it might be
argued this sets an upper limit. However, by use of the correct kine-
■atics, the range of the non-relativistic thecry can be extended some-
what. For P = 0.875 the kinetic energy of an incident projectile is 1
GeV per nucleon in the laboratory frame or 223 MeV in the center-of-
velocity frame. This is above the threshold for pion production. It
may be reasonably assumed that at 1 GeV per nucleon relativistic ef-
fects are already important although some of the gross details maj
still be predicted by the non-relativistic theory.



. .

3. RELATIVISTIC HYDRODYNAMICS

In this section the modifications necessary to make the Navier-
Stokes equation into relativistic ●quations will be discussed. Before
doing so, however, one can anticipate one of the CO~pliCd.iOtM in a
covariant version of ●q. (2). The non-relativistic momentun equation
with viscosity 4s first-order in time but second-order in the spatial
variables. Because of the intimate connection between time and space
the relativistic version will necessarily be second-order in both the
temporal and spatial variables. Consequently, the equations will be
more difficult to solve; fn particular, the computer storage required
will be twice that of the non-relativistic version and wiil exceed the
capabilities of the computers currantly being used. We shall therelore
disregard dissipative mechanisms in the one-fluid relativistic hydro-
dynamic models. Some of their effects will be recovered in the two-
fluid model discussed in section 4.

A derivation of the relativistic equations including viscosity
may be found in references 10 anfl 16. de shall here present the final
results. We first introduce new notation

N = nucleon nmber density in an arbitrary frame (usually the
lab frame)

n = rest frame nucleon number density

& = rest-frame energy density

~= momentum density in an arbitrary frame

E = ●nergy density in an arbitrary frame.

Obviously,

N=yn (5)

= velocity of the reference flame with respectwhmY=-&~:~dt~e rest framam~
= v/c.

Then#+V(~N)=O . (6)

One may obtain this from the equation

(7)



where the four-velocity is defined such that in the rest frame it takes
the value # = (O O 0 1). To obtain the other two equations, recall
that energy and momentum ~re contafned in a single second-rank tensor.
In the rest-frame of the fluid the tensor takes the form

[)
000

T
OPOO

p = 00P0
00

In an arbitrary reference frame one may show that

T~v=(~+p)upuv+9pvp .

The equations of motion are

(8)

(9)

To obtain the equations in less elegant, but more useful form, first
take eq. (9) for the spatial components p = 1, 2, 3.

3Tiv ~[(g+p)u~uk + 6i~p] a[(&+P)uiuo]

~=
+

axk ax.

~[y2(&+p)vivkl+8P a(y%+P)vi)
=

~+ at
=

axk o,

where we have used u = (YV, J Y).

If we now makepthe identification

‘i
=y2(&+P)vi

for the momentum, the equation becomes

(10)

tlM, ~(Mkv,) = 3P Or

K + tlxk -q



3M~+v(K)=-vP . (11)

Thus, this relativistic Euler equation has again the exact same form as
does the non-relativistic equation without viscosity, with, however,
the important proviso that the momentum explicitly contains contribu-
tions from the pressure.

The remaining component of eq. (9) is

8TOV ~[(&+p)y2vkl + ~[
(~+p)y z-p] .

~ = axk at ‘

identifying

E =y2(&+P)-P ,

this becomes

~ + V(E;) = - V(;P)

(12)

(13)

which also looks like the non-relativistic form.
Both the relativistic as well as the non-relativistic Euler

equations are scale invariant, i.e., there is n~ fundamental length
defined. This is a direct result of the Euler equation being linear.
Thus, any theoretical results obtained for col’iiding heavy ions are
equally valid for colliding neutron stars provided their equation of
state Is the same. Similarly, the results wI1l depend only on the
ratio of the masses of the colliding nuclei. Dissipation obviously
does violate scale invariance; this is reflected by the Navier-Stokes
equations having second-order as well as first-order terms. An exhaus-
tive discussion of the possible testing of scale invariance by experi-
ments is given in ref. 17.

The pressure, P, which appears In the Euler equations is calcula-
ted by means of the equation of state is(n,T), which specifies the total
internal energy as a function of n and T. From thermodynamics one has
the relation

d=Tds-PdV

or

8



‘=-$s=’2$s (14)

where S is the entropy.
It is usual to divide E into a part arising only from compression

and a part which contains all other dependencies

E= Eo(n) + I(n, T, . ..) . (15)

In eq. (15) iSo is the ccnnpressional energy and 1 the thermal or intern-

al energy.
Compressional energy = l?O(n) - EO(nO)

Thermal energy = 1 = E(n) - EO(n).

The equation of state has been the object of considerable theoretical
work and is one of the motivations for studying heavy ion reactions
since this is one of the few ways one has the opportunity to system-
atically study compressed nuclear matter. Antiproton annihilation is

4)
a second possible mechanism .

Our k~owledge of130 is scant:

~o(nO) =
18) .

- 15.96 MeV ,

?3Eo)K n=nO
=0;

)8%0
K =9n~~ ~210MeVt30MeVlg) .

W n=no

(15)

(17)

(18)

These equations allow us a very considerable freedom In choos~ng

a ‘on ‘or ‘o’ and many forms have been used. Some are shown in fig.

1.
Little is known about the dependence of I on density and tempera-

ture and it Is usual to rely on models to calculate the thermal pres-
sure. Uslngeqs. (14) and (15)

(19)

9
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Fig. 1. Four phenomenological
forms for the equation of state
80. The logarithmic form is a

logarithmic function of n/n. for

n > ‘o’ ‘as K = 200 MeV and is

identical to the solid curve for
n<n

o“
The other three forms

are quad~atic functions of ~n and
becom? llncar in n for large n.

Nucleon Number Dennity n/nO

The first term is easily obtained once a fomn forEo is given. For the

second term one uses the result from the non-relativistic Fermi gas:

)

“2 g

an s
=2/3nI ; (20)

8 relativistic gas:

(21)

or some other model. In general we shall assume

10



P = ~2 aEo
—+bnx
an (22)

= X(n) + bn E

One may obtain analytic expressions for the maximum compression
achievable in a shock for a given incident bombarding energy. The
so-called Rankine-Hugoniot relations are derived by assuming a plane
shock wave moving with velocity VS and integrating over the infinitesi-

21,22)mal volume which includes the shock front . After some algebraic
manipulation, one obtains the equation

which

‘On’u‘

x(n) no(n-nOY) - EOn [nO (by2 + Y2 - 1) - byn] = O

must be solved for n to obtain n
max”

In the limit that the energy per nucleon is a constant, iEO =

X(n) = b

n

J

-.
r- max

nm 0 one obtains

In the non-relativistic limit

while

)~‘O max
‘?

in the relativistic limit

(23)

(24)

n

)
~max=+Y tF

(25)

For a non-relativistic gas b = 2/3 and thus the maximum compres-
sion in a non-relativistic theory is 4. Relativistically, the maximum
density, ●q. (25), increases without limit. For smaller b there is
less thermal pressure to resist compress~on and the maximum compression
is larger. Numerical results using two of the zero temperature equa-
tions of stute, fiQ. 1, are shown in fig. 2.

11



Cmt#-Ha- Eiorgy psr Nut l-n (KeV)
Oo m 400 m m

1

7
Logarithmic

A
8

5

:/

/ -“----Linear b = :S33
4 - /“ ..”...-”

/

I
.-”-Linear

/’ ...”’.”
3 J .!”

2L ..~.. j
o 1 2 3 4 6

Fig. 2. The mxlmurn
compression for two of

the ●quations of state
shown in fig. 2. All
three curves were calcu-
lated dth K= 200 MeV.
lw~ cur~~s assumed a
thermal energy of a
non-relativistic Fermi
gas (b= 2/3); the third
assumed Zi relativistic
Fermi gas (h= 1/3).

hborator.~ Fmergy per Nuckn (GeV)

The compresslols predicted by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations are
sonewhat optimistic. Several ●ffects such as nuclear transparency and
viscosity will generally tend to Gecrease the compression reached.
(However, the ●ffect cf transparency is subtle; less thermal energy may
be generated which implies the thermal pressure wI1l be less allowing
greater compression. )

The relativistic Eller equations are solved numerically by a
flnlte-difference method known as the ~artlcle-in-cell (PIC)

23’24) The nuclei are represented by a large numbe; of markermethod.
particles which move thro~gh a rectangular mesh of fixed, EulerIan
ce?ls. Their motion thr>ugh the cells Is aoverned by finite difference
equations obtained from th~ Euler equatlon~. The PI~ mchhod allcws
calculation with severely distortqd surfaces including those which
contain holes or gaps.

In fig. 3 is shown ●r, ●xample of solutions to the aquatlons.
calculation is of two ●qual mass nuclei colliding at a laboratory

29) The ●quations are solved in theenergy of 800 MeV per nucleon .

G

The

center-of-mass “ior which the ●quivalent ●nergy is 182 MeV per nucleon.
Three different Impact parameters ●re shown. For the large Impact
pmramtw most of the nucleon matter does not pa~ticipate in the COlli-

slon directly. however, a transverse shock wave may be seen in the
last two frames.

The b= O collision Is most dramatic. Ther@ is no lnterpanetra-

12
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rig. 3. The time development, in
equal tine steps, of the projec-
ted baryon density in the
center-of-mass frame for the
three different impact parameters
obtained using a three-dimen-
sional relativistic hydro~namic
mode 1. The equivalent laboratory
beam en~r~- is 800 KeV per nu-

1 cleon.

tion of the nuclear matter. The matter at the interface comes to rest
●nd is nighly compassed. The 182 MeV Incident energy is converted to
either compressional or thermal ●nergy which gives rise to a large
pressure. The prkssure acts isotropically which results in a rapid
expansion to the transverse direction or sideways flow. Exp&nsion iil
thm k~ckward direction is originally hindered by the remaining incoming
matter.

A comparison between rmults obtained from hydrodynamic calcula-

tions20) and ●xperiment for 393 MeV per nucleon ‘ONe on 2asU is given
in figure 4. There is quits reasonable agreement between tha calcul~-
tions ●ad axperiaents and suggests it !s not ●bsurd to use hydro-
dynamics. Howaver, other models such as the intranuclear cascade model
obtain similar ●greement. Thus although the comparison is encouraging,
tte data does not rul~ out other models.

A difficulty with inclusive data such ●s that shoh in figure 4
is that it includes contributions from all impact parameters. It was
sugggsted that by triggering on ●vents of high multiplicity, one would
bias th@ selection of ●vents to small inpact parameters. The resulting

data26) suggests the presence of sidewardb flow in ●greement with

27) ●nd reinforces the suggestion thai fluid dynamics imhydrodynamics
●bl~ to predict tie gross details of heavy ion reactions.

13
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The Iwsult alluded to above that diffarent models with widely
divergent initial assumptions give essentially *.hc same differential
cross wction when only one particle was detected suggests that much of
the crucial Information is averaged or filtered out. A more demanding
test would be to d~tect all part!zles, or at least all charged parti-
cles, resulting from a reaction. So-called 4n detectors capable of
detecting all charged particles have been constructed at the Bevelac.

Several methods of global analysis have been suggested
28,29,30)

The first mode128) constructs a kinetic ●nergy flow tensor

‘ii=’%p -
(26)

in ●ct. (26) Pi(A) is the ith componerlt of the momentum of par-

ticle A. The sum is over all observed particles. The quantities Fij

define a second-rank tensor which can be diagotmlized by performing a

14



rotat+on to the principal axes. The angle of rotation is just the
angle between the directions of maximum energy flow and the beam. A
difficulty with direct comparison between theory and experiment is that

31) in the number of observed frag-there is a considerable fluctuation
ments which gives rise to distortions in the kinetic energy flow analy-
sis. However, there are ways around this difficulty; the resulting

32) show good agreement with 400 HeV per nucleon Nb on ~bcalculations

data33).
It will be interesting to compare the results of the calculations

with data from either heai’ier mass systems or for higher bombarding
energies. As will be discusscS in the next section, at higher energies
transparency will became important. The effects should be manifested
through a small flow angle then calculated with a one-fluid model.

A difficulty with the expression for Eqn. 26 is that it is the
non-relativistic kinetic energy tensor. Although one can still con-
struct the tensor for highly relativistic particles, it will no longer

have the significance of energy flow. An alternate method2’) to de-

scribe flaw is thrust. It has been used previously in e+e- annih~la-
tions and has the desirable property that it uses only relativistically
defined quantities. The directed thr’lst is

where i? is a unit vector and the sum is over all particles. ~ solidi-
fies the inequality OS~(fi)S1. The thrust is the maximum value of thin
directed thrust when f? is varied over all directions.

lhr~st has not been used to analyze data from heavy Ion experi-
ments. However, it should be very useful to examine momentum flow and
transparency for both low and high bombarding energies.

15



4. THE ~-FLUID MuDEL

As discussed in the previous section, the ass~tlon in hydrody-
namics of ● vary short man free path is quite reasonable at 200 NW
per nucleon. However, at 1 GeVaNN is 40 mb, Atoll is around 1.7 fm and

‘stop
is around 7 fm. This is less than the diameter of a Uraniwl

nucleus but c~arable to the diameter of Ca. Thus, the one fluid
model discussed in section 3 becomes less relevant at high energies
bacause the nuclei become partial:y transparent.

To overccme this problem a two-fluid nodel was introduced34):
each nucleus is assumad to be a fluid which has the identical proper-
ties of the fluid representing the oth~r nucleus. When the two fluids
collide they are allowed to ●xchange energy and mommtm at a rate
proportional to the relative ve-ocity of the two fluids and to the Nh
cross section for that velocity. Thus, the rate of momentum loss of
each nucleus is finite and the fluids may interpenetr~te. The amount
of interpenetration is small at low ●nergies where CNN is large, but

may become appreciable when the incident ●nergies are large.
To obtain the equations whicn describe the ~tion of the two

‘-luids, recall that the Euler ●quations ensure the conservation of
particle nmber, energy and momentum. Each of the quantities Ni, Ei

●nd fli will now have a subscript 1 or 2 dependin; on whether the quan-

tity described is fluid 1 or fluid 2. The equ~tions ensuring particle
rider conservation will r?fnain unchanged, bu~ those ●nsuring energy
and momentum conservation must be mcdified to allow an interchange of
these quantities. The changes wI1l be in the form of adr!itional terms
on the right-hand side of eqs. (11) end (13) which #ill regulate tile

rate of change in Iii and fii. k derivation may be found in ref. 55.

The resulting qeneraliz~d Euler equations for fluid one are

(27)

The quantity Y is (UIOU2), RCO1l = nln2uvra1 and K is an ●nergy de-

pendent coupling function. Its form is takan from ●xpwiment. At low
●nergies K is 0.25 while at higher ●nergies K must approach the value
of 1.5 in order to reproduce the stopping power extracteci by Busza and

37) ExpressionsGoldh~b@r36) from 200 GeV proton scattering on nuclei
for K may be found in ref. 34 ●nd 38. The ●xpression fn; fluld 2 is
found by interchanging tho indices 1 ●nd 2.

Unlike the one-fluid modal, the ●quations for the two-fluld model
●re not scale invariant. Hence, tl’mre will be a dependence on the mass

16



of the colliding nuclei, but as noted above, this is entirely reason-
able and desirable.

The form of ihe additional terms in eq. (27) is not too surpris-
ing, although th?y have interesting implications which nay be seen by
examining various limits. If the two nuclai are mo~ing with+identi~al
velocities, the two additional terms are zero. However, if vl = - V2

as would be the case in the ctnter-of-mass, the additional term in the
energy equation is zero, but not for the momentum ●qua~.ion. Thus, the
fluids will slow down because they exchange aomentum, but they are not
●xchanging energy. The internal ●nergy of each fluid must rise. One
might think of this as the nucleons moving off their mass-shell. It is
also clear from the form of eq. (27) that the additional terms conserve
total energy and momentum.

In fig. 5 are shown results of calculations of 2a6U on 29aU at
800 MeV and 31.325 GeV; the equivalent center-of-mass energies are 182
MeV per nucleon and 3 GeV per nucleon. One may compare the former
rtsults
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Fig. F. The time evolution of the density distribution calculated for
2S~Il or ‘a% ●t 182 MeV (left-side) ●nd 3-GeV (right-side) per nucleon
in tho center-of-mass using tha two-fluid model. The n-ers in the

lower-right hand cornor of ●ach frame Is the time in units of 10-23
seconds, (in the cent@r-of-mass). Since the two-fluid model Is not
scale-invarient, the reaction time Is defined.

with those for the ono-fluid code in f~g. 3. The ●ffect of Introducing
Although much of the nuclear ●atter has passed through the other nu-
cleus, the rasults of th~ drag ●re ●violent. Indeed, ● small amount of
nach nucleus is left inside the other nucleus.
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The conditions appropriate for creating a quark-gluon plasma are
high density and temperature. In some scenarics it is preferred that
the central region be devoid of baryons; in other scenarios this is not
necessary. Using two-fluid hydrodynamics one can investigate the
initial conditions necessary to produce a given set of criteria. E.g.,
cne might wish to know the minimum bombarding energy necessary for the
nuclei to pass through each other, and what the maximum density is and
for how long is the dens!ty maintained.

The calculations shown in fig. 5 were in three dimensions. As the
bombarding energy increases, the Lorentz contraction increases and
greater resolution is required. This increases the amount of computer
storage and time required. Consequently, at the highest energies the
calculations were performed in one dimension.

In fig. 6 are shown the density profiles achieved in the reaction
23%! on 2saU at 5 GeV on 5 GeV and in fig. 7 for 15 GeV on 15 GeV. One
may see from the figures that quite large rest frame densities are

Figs. 6 and 7. The density profiles as a function of time predicted by
● one-dimension two-fluid model for 2saU on ‘aaU ai 5 Gek on 5 GeV
(fig. 6) ●nd15GeVon 15GeV (fig. 7). Lower left-hand cornar is time

in units of 10-23 s.
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achieved although these densities persist for only a very short time.
It must be emphasized that these densities are those which occur

in the baryonic region of phase space. There can also be a high had-
ronic density (mainly pions) in the central or mid-rapidity region.
E.g. , assuming one works in the center-of-mass frame, then the mid-
rapidity region is that which matter is stationary or nearly so. When
the nuclei pass through each other, pions and other mesons will be
created; they will be essentially at rest in the center-of-mass frame.
If their density is sufficiently high, they may form a plasma having net
baryon number zero.
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5. ANTIPROTON ANNIHILATION

We h6ve seen that in collisions of relativistic heavy icns a
vol~ of highly cosqmessed nuclear matter witn a very high temperature
is produced. Such conditions ■ay be suuitable for the production of a
quark-gluon plasma. We shall see in the next section which sumarizes
proposals for detecting the presence of such a plasma that one must
vary the temperature and density of the compressed matter; this would
be done by, e.g., varyitig the beam energy. An abrupt change in the
variety or ntier of outgoing particles would suggest the occurrence of
a phase transition.

One of the original goals of relativistic heavy ions was to
,vestigate the nucleon ●quation of state. This is an extremely inter-

esting and ismortant problem independent of whether a plasma is ever
obzerved. One way to explore the nuclear equation of state is to vary
the energy and mass of the projectiles. A second method is to annihil-
ate anti-matter inside a nucleus and observe the resultant particles.
This program has already begun at LEAR. Calculations using the same
mode?s as ●mployed for heavy ion re~ctions have also been done for
antiproton annihilat~on. In this section we sumnarize the initial
results.

Although the fluid dynamic model has theoretical limitations, it
has the advantages that It involves the equation of state directly and
also allows one to investigate t~e possible existence of shock waves,
the amount of entropy produced and the time evclution of nuclear mat-
ter. In section two the criteria for a~plicability of fluid dynamics
to heavy ior,-reactions was discussed. Each of the criteria arg equally
well met in p annihilation; in fact, for annihilation of slow p’s, the
evolution of th~ resul~ing waves moving through the nucleus takes
longer than in heavy iotl reactions with the result that “lui~ dynamics
may be more applicable.

The calculations employed a mesh of fixed cubical Eulerian cells,
twenty of which spanned the nuclear diameter. Since v~sco~lty is
ignored, there is no fundamental scale in the problem and the results
are equally applicable to all nuclei; for a Fb nucleus each cjbe would
be 0.7 fm a side. The nuclear fluid in the semi-sphere above the
s~etry plane was represented by 56,552 Lagrangian marker pdrticles of
3 = 27 marker particles per cgll.

For srall p moment-a the p mean free path estimated using A = l/uP
is on the order of 0.5 fm, Estimat@s obtained with an optical-~imit,
●xtended Glauber model which takes lnt~ account the attractive p=
nucleus optical potential suggest the p may penetrate significantly
furthe? into a nucleus than the above estimate. Although the vast
majority of annihilations will thus occur in the most superficial
regions, a few percent will penetrate three mean free paths. The
annihilation in the current calculations was assumed to take place at
rest 1.4 fm or two cells from the surface. It was assumed that the
primary decay mode is to pions, that the pions h~ve a very short range
in nuclear matter since most of thorn will have kinetic ●nergy in the
region of the nN resonance, and consequently ar. all imodiately ab-
aorhed. Independent of the annihilation prot.!ucLs, it was assumed the
●ntire ●nnihilation ●norgy of 1.87 GaV appears as thermal ●nergy uni-
formly distributed throughout a cubs of 8 cells of 1.4 fm a side.



Analyses of pion correlations produced from hadron=hadron collisions
49,41)

suggest a radius of the pion production region near one fm. As
one cl’ more pions may te cxgected to traverse the distance to the near
surface and thereby txcape adsorption, the present assumption produces
the maximum trauma to the nucleus.

The time evaluation of t~,e density one fm either side C? the
central plane is shown in fig. 9. The calculation asswned the ●quation
of state shown in fin. 1 having K = 200 HeV. The marker particles are
initially aligned in planes so that In the direction perpendicular to
the page, each colmn of marker particles appears as a single point.
This alignment is disturbed as the matter evolves giving a graphic
representation of any waves which may propagate.

Initially a fir-eball Is formed which forces nuclear matter away
frost the annihilation region. Tne matter nearest the surface is flung
outward in a flare; the matter forced into the interior gives rise to a
compression wave visible in tig. 8. This compression wave is not a
shock wave but propagates thrcugh the nucleus with velncity equal to
the velocity of sound expected for ths compressibility. Immediately
behind the souna wave a region of rarefaction is present. After the
passag~ of the wavt, the cellr have & small, non-zero veloclty density;
as there is no binding e-crgy or surface tensior in the calculation,
this residual ●xcitation ultimately results In ‘Fe nucleus dispersing.

The BEXimm dens;ty attatmd in the sound wave for the K= 200

case wa~ 1.8 pO; this density was obt&lned after Z x 20-23 s and re-

mained rougilly cons&&nt unt’1 the wave reached the opposite surface.
for K = 300 and 86 the IMximm compression was 2.1 and 1.6, respective-
lV. The amount of entro~v CrOduCed is cnlv 0.06 Der nucleon COIIIDaWd
t: values of 3 6 per nuci~oi in relat!vist~c

which shock waves develop 42); the entropy is

1

,1

Dn

heavy ion collisions in

produced only in the first

Fig. a. The time ●v~lution of
the central two fm of nuclear
mattal @fter the annlhllatlon of
ar antiproton as calculated in a
fluid dynamics model. The nu-
clear comprassibllity was 200
MeV. A sound wave may bQ seen
propagating through tha nucleus.
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After the passage of the soand wave, very little excess thermal
●nergy remained. The amount of kinetic energy the marker particles
retained is also small and is on the order of that due to Fermi motion.
The nucleus was left in a highly asyrrmretric shape.

That, save for the first 0.5 x lC
-23

s, the annihilation of a
~ results in a region of high density, p - 2p0, but very low temperature

is of particular interest as it allows the irikestigation of the energy
per nucleon, e.g., forp >p 0. Altlhough the possibility of a second

43) -
minimum in S(P) for p<2po seems unlikely , p annihilation may provide a

unique experimental probe for such an investigation. It is complemen-
tary to heavy-ion collisions which result in regions of high T which
tend to wash out effects Qf change~ inE(p).

Considerable experimental work has been done using slow ~’s at

45) After the theoretical workLEAR*) and mow energetic antiprotons .
described above ~as completed, it was realized that there were consider-
@bie advantages to using energetic antipratons rather than stopped
antiprotms. First, since the annihil&tion cross section drops with
increasing energy, the p’s penetrate more deeply into the interior of
the nucleus. This means the pions which would otherwise infiediately
escape if produced at the nucl~ar surface are more likely to be abs~rb-

Second, the pions resulting fr=m annihilation of an energetic p
~!il be forward peaked. The resulting regior, of hign egergy dsnsity
disperses mope slowly. Third, the kinetic energy of a p, if converted
to thermal energy, provides a means of var~ing the amount of energy
deposited.

For energetic p;ons one must tdke into account the hadronization
length. The fact that some pions have a long mean free path irl a3di-
tion to the hadronization length ensures that energy will be depcsi-
ted near the center of the nucleus, at least up to some p incident
energy. Above this energy the hadronization length will approach the
nuclear diameter and the energy deposition will decrease.

The average ~nergy deposition was obtained from a Monte Carlo
c..lculation. The p was assumed to annihilate into pions, the number of

46)which was taken from experiment . The gngular distribution of the
pions was assumed to be isotropic in the pp rest frame. After a hadron-
ization time of one fro/c in the res~ frame of the primordial pion, the
pion is assumed to deposit half of Its remaining energy after each mean
free path. The mean free path was calculated from experimental nN

cross sectio.~s
47)

Thus the slowest pions materialize tirst; the
fastest pions ~ppear last and furthest from th~ point of .~nihilation.
At the higher p energies a significant fraction of the pions failed to
come to rest inside the nucleus. This scenario is similar to that of

48) The zero temperature equation of statethe inside-outside cascade .

20) with compres-sed was a quadratic in the square rod of the density
sibility of K = 200. The expression for the thermal pressure was that
of a non-re-,ativistic Fermi gas.

The resulting temperatures from annihilation of an antiproton
with 6 GeV kinetic energy are shown in fig. 9. The maximum compres-
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sions attained are very similar to those for stopped ~’s, i.e. pO.

Hwever, the temperatures and entropy are much higher. A shock wave
now developes: It is apparent that by varying the kinetic energy of
the incident p, one could vary the temperature reached. In particular
the equation of s~ate could be investigated for densities p < 2 pO;

this is not easily dme using heavy ions since the densities there are
alucli higher.
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Fig. 9.
from the

Temperature contours
annihilation of a 6 GeV

i. The zero temperature ●quation
b; State is t!,at shown in figure
I with K= 200 HeV. The time in
the lower left-hand corner is in

-23 s
unfts of 10 .

Calculations have also been dme byW. R. Gibbs”’49) ucing an
intranuclear cascade code. As alre~dy noted the assumptions implicit
in a cascade approach are diametrically opposite those of hydrody-
namics. It is therefore of interest and also reassuring that the
results from his lntranuclQar cascade Lode are very slmllar to those cf
hyoizflynarn~ CZ. The cascade code predicts maximum densities of 1.5 p.
●nd inltfal temperature of around 180 MeV for 6 GeV/c antiprotons.
They al~o suggest the usefuln~ss of antiaeuteron annihilatlotl if SUCtI

beams become available.
The initial results presented here must yet be verified by exper-

iment. The in+tial conditions assumed in the calculations may need to
be modified ag data becomes available. However, the calculations
suggest that p ●nnihilation wI1l be a vtry fruitful and ●xciticg area
in the future.
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6. SIGNALS FROH COMPRESSED HADRONIC HATTER

In the previous section we have discussed exploring the nuclear
equations of state and formation of a quark-gluon plasma. It is appar-
ent that since one detects particles emerging from the reaction volume
only long after the plasma or the compressed nuclear matter has expan-
ded, considerable ingenuity is required to devise ‘thermometers’ with
which one can measure the temperatures of the fireball or the amount of
compression attained. In this section we discuss some results from
recent heavy ion experiments which aie indicative of the equation of
state and suggestions of the signals from a plasma. A more complete
discussion may be found in references 1 and 2.

As an example OF the problems associated with extracting a tem-
perature or compression from the products of heavy ion reactions, we

first discuss n+ production from Ar on a KC1 at 800 MeV per nucleon.
Until recently the situation could be summarized by the statement that

hydrociynamic calculations l)r~duced too few piops
41)

and intranuclear

cascade calculations (INC)9) produced too many when cornt]ared with
50)experiment . (me of the ObviOW differences bctwem hydrodynamics

and the INC is the latter does not explicitly contain compressional
energy. If some of the energy in the INC calculation which would
otherwise go into pion production could be diverted into compressional
energy, then x production would be a very nice method of extracting the

equation of state. This has been done by Stock and his collaborators
51)

who have extracted an expression far the equat{on of state.
The work demonstrates a beautiful interplay bel.ween theory and

experiment. However, there are some problems associated with their
derivation of~(p). First, it is assomed that the number of pions
observed is the same number as exist when the matter is highiy compres-
sed, i.e., there is chemical equilibrium during the expansion phase.
However, one might naively assume that during expansion the number of
pions actually decreases as pions are absortied. Further, there is an
internal inconsistency with the arguments leading from the INC to an
expression for K(p): the assumed compressional energy must give rise to
a pressure which would tend to keep compression down. This is ignorei.

52) which take inti) account effe tsFinally, recent INC calculations
previously ignored predict pion production rates in much better agree-
ment. with experiment, with~~t invoking contributions from compression.

The above discussion, on pion production at relatively modest
energies at which the physics is presumably better known illustrates
the difficulties which must be met at the much higher energies. Gener-
ally speaking, the proposed signals from a quark-gluon plasma fall into
two categories: the first is production rates of particles with a small
cross-section which enables them to ●scape the highly compressed region
of matter. The second class invtilves strongly interacting particles
which are produced in t“,e plasma and which survive either by virtue of
selection rules prohibiting their absorption or because chemical equi-
librium ensures their number conservation.

53s54) b~~ause of theirThe ori3inal suggestion was dileptor pairs
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small cross section. A diffic~lty with the dilepton signal is the

background from usual Drell-Yan mechanism. Recent calculations54)
indicate that the production in a plasma might be appreciably smaller
than the Drell-Yan production. Fortunately, experiments can be done at
lower energies to explore the problem.

A second particle which has a long mean free path and would be
created in a plasma if the temperature is sufficiently high on the J/W

particle through charm production. Calculations55) suggest that charm
production would be suppressed in a plasma over that from a normal or
non-plasma environment.

Another proposai for a signal is strangeness production 56,57)

In a plasma the Pauli principle would tend to inhibit further produ~-
tion of L and d quarks but nnt s quarks. Consequently, one should see
an enhancement in strange particle production as one passes through the
threshold for plasma production.

A number of other possible signatures have been proposed These

58) the relation betw~enrelcte to the amount of entropy produced ,

59) and antiproton productiontransverse momentum and multiplicity 60). The
sharpness of any signature invariably depends on ~hs order of the
transition from normal hadron matter to the plasma. It is apparent
that the search for the quark-gluon ~lasma will be both arduous and
exciting.
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